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LSS-UFO
It’s great to have solutions...

FACT SHEET

   Elegant solution for audio in public places
   Custom made to desired width possible

   Colour: Aluminium anodized with black or 

white speaker front

   4 x 30 Watt RMS at 8 Ohm

   Easy installation with provided stainless wires, 

adjustable in length up to 4 meter

Unique audio solutions for public areas and boardrooms

With the LSS-UFO, Audipack presents a new way to look at 

audio. The modern design of the UFO offers lots of possibilities 

for applications in public areas and boardrooms. The UFO is 

a ceiling suspended speaker with 4 internal audio elements. 

These elements radiate the sound in the direction of their own, 

so that a broad beam width is created in the area. The UFO is 

suspended from the ceiling by 4 stainless steel wires which are 

adjustable in length up to 4 meters.

The combination of the Aluminium anodized construction with 

the black or white front, not only make it a delight to look 

at, but also to listen to. In combination with modern lighting 

technique, the UFO is a perfect solution above a conference 

table, in a restaurant or luxury shop. By using multiple UFO’s, 

you have stereo sound where ever you walk in de room.

With the optional 100 Volt transformer, the UFO’s are also 

usefull in 100 Volt installations.

LSS-UFO in boardroom

LLS-UFO
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LSS-UFO

Technical specifications

Dimensions in mm W 706 x D 706 x H 146

 Custom models available on

 request

Max. power 4 x 30 Watt RMS at 8 Ohm

Frequency 70 Hz - 20 KHz

Connection Wire connect with internal  

 connector

Colour Anodized aluminium with black 

 or white speaker front

Ceiling mount Included

Optional

Stereo mini amplifier

Ref. 491004

Max. power  2 x 15 Watt bij 4 Ohm / 2 x 8 Watt bij 8 Ohm  

100 Volt transformer

Ref. 491019

Loudspeaker terminals
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NOTE: All dimensions are ±..., in mm and subject to change

CEILING MOUNTED LSS-UFOPRESENTATION

 Dimensions are indications, not to be used for any preparations. No rights can be derived from the above dimensions. LSS-UFO
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